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were used at some point in the past but have not been
suspended, been snapshot, or been terminated for a variety
of reasons. For example, in the public cloud, users tend to
more directly see and understand the financial ramifications of
continuing to run VMs past their useful stage; in a company’s
private cloud, such financial ramifications might not be as
directly felt by the employee. The inactive VMs dramatically
reduce available resource capacity, hurt internal cost efficiency,
and show poor utilization of such infrastructure. In an extreme
case, these VMs may result in cloud infrastructure being
unable to allocate resources for new VMs.
“Cloud garbage VM collection” [8–11] is a mechanism to
detect inactive VMs and properly manage them to improve
utilization and cost efficiency of private cloud infrastructure.
Identification of these inactive VMs is the first step to design
a cloud garbage VM collector. Intuitively, resource monitoring [12, 13] might be attractive to identify these inactive VMs
but unfortunately this approach does not always work for
many real-world use cases. For example, inactive VMs often
appear active since VM management processes (e.g. automatic
software update, virus-scan) consume high CPU and memory
resources on inactive VMs for a short period of time. And
active3 VMs may seem to be inactive when only performing
lightweight operations (e.g. text editing) that consume nearnegligible amount of resources. As such, it is difficult to
accurately differentiate inactive and active VMs by relying on
resource monitoring information.
To correctly identify and address these inactive VMs, we
create iCSI (inactive Cloud Server Identification) system; a
cloud garbage VM collector to improve utilization and cost
efficiency of private cloud data centers. iCSI has three main
components: a lightweight data collector, a VM identification model, and a recommendation engine. The lightweight
data collector periodically gathers primitive information from
VMs. The primitive information can be easily obtained by
native commands supported by most operating systems. In a
public cloud setting, such measurement mechanisms via such
OS modifications would generally be prohibited because of
privacy concerns [14–18]. However, in this work, we leverage
the nature of the private cloud environment, in which such
modifications are supported and generally considered to be
in-line with enterprise goals as a whole, to measure and
collect such information. In other words, our approach is that a

Abstract—According to a recent study, 30% of VMs in private
cloud data centers are “comatose”, in part because there is
generally no strong incentive for their human owners to delete
them at an appropriate time. These inactive VMs are still
scheduled and executed on physical cloud resources, taking
valuable access away from productive VMs. In an extreme,
cloud infrastructure may deny legitimate requests for new VMs
because capacity limits have been hit. It is not sufficient for
cloud infrastructure to identify such inactive VMs by monitoring
resource utilization (e.g., CPU utilization) – e.g., management
processes (e.g. virus-scan, software update) on inactive VMs often
consume high CPU and memory resources, and active VMs with
lightweight jobs (e.g. text editing) show almost zero resource
utilization. To properly detect and address such inactive VMs, we
present iCSI: a cloud garbage VM collector to improve resource
utilization and cost efficiency of enterprise data centers. iCSI
includes three main components; a lightweight data collector, a
VM identification model and a recommendation engine. The data
collector periodically gathers primitive information from VMs.
The identification model infers the purpose of a VM from the
data collection and extracts the most relevant features associated
with the purpose. The recommendation engine offers proper
actions to end users i.e., suspending or resizing VMs. In this
prototype phase, iCSI is deployed into multiple data centers in
IBM and manages more than 750 production VMs. iCSI achieves
20% better accuracy (90%) in identifying active/inactive VMs
compared with state-of-the-art methods. With recommendations
to end users, our estimation results show that iCSI can improve
internal cost efficiency with 23% and resource utilization more
than 45%.
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I. I NTRODUCTION
Private clouds have been widely adopted for many enterprise
companies and are becoming essential for servicing both
internal1 and external2 IT activities [1, 2]. Clearly, cloud
computing offers many benefits as compared to traditional
in-house computing infrastructure. These benefits include efficient resource management via virtualization [3, 4], pay-asyou-go model [5], and simplified process to obtain and release
VM (Virtual Machine) instances [6].
However, surprisingly, such infrastructures are not effectively utilized based on a recent study [7]. The study shows
that approximately 30% of VMs in the U.S. data centers are
“comatose”. These inactive (or “zombie”) VMs most likely
1 Internal activities include “research” and “development” activities in an
organization.
2 External activities indicate “production service” to end users.

3 In this paper, we use active VM as a contrary of inactive VM. Active VMs
are used for productive works in their organization.
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cooperative framework in warranted, in which users want help
identifying VMs to “reclaim”, and users are willing to tolerate
additional intra-VM reporting measures to support this.
With the data collection, we leverage an VM identification
model from our previous work [19] in order to create iCSI
system. This model is used to identify active or inactive VMs
from given VM dataset. The VM identification model first
determines the purpose of VMs via its running processes
and extracts the most important features for the identification.
Direct user feedback with random sampling is used to find
specific features that are highly correlated with identifying
active/inactive VMs with different purposes. A supervised
learning model is employed to identify these active and
inactive VMs. This learning model dynamically selects the
most proper features according to the purposes of VMs. To
reduce misclassification rate, the identification model performs
an affinity analysis of network dependencies among target
VMs and adjusts identification results. With this identification
model, the recommendation engine offers proper recommendations to end users. The recommendation includes suspending
VMs, suspending VMs, resizing VMs, and others.
To evaluate the performance of this cloud garbage VM
collector, iCSI is deployed into multiple data centers for IBM
research division and monitors more than 750 production
VMs. We measure the identification accuracy, cost efficiency,
and utilization improvement of iCSI compared with two stateof-the-art approaches. The experiment results show that our
model has a 20% higher accuracy than other state-of-the-art
approaches. Also, iCSI can improve cost efficiency with 23%
and shows increased resource utilization with 45%.
The contributions of this paper are:
• We design an end-to-end cloud garbage VM collector that
identifies inactive VMs and provides proper management
plans for these inactive VMs. This system improves cost
efficiency and resource utilization of private cloud data
centers with the management plans.
•

contains the design of iCSI system and Section VI provides
the performance evaluation results of iCSI and Section VII
concludes this paper.
II. BACKGROUND
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With the promise of providing high availability, scalability,
and also efficiency, enterprises and research institutions continue to move to public/private clouds, and cloud providers expand the number of data centers globally at the same time [20].
The revenues of major cloud providers such as Amazon Web
Services (AWS) [21], Microsoft Azure [22], Google Cloud
Platform [23], and IBM SoftLayer [24] have been largely
growing, meaning that more VMs have been provisioned and
actively running. However, the overall infrastructure resource
usage has been declined as the number of inactive VMs have
been increasing. Figure 1 illustrates the VM utilization in an
enterprise data center with 200 VMs. More than 90% of VMs
use less than 20% of CPU and 35% of memory [25].
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Fig. 1. CDF of VM Utilization in an Enterprise Data Center (measured with
200 VMs).

As customers want to get help from cloud providers to
efficiently manage computing resources, cloud providers offer
monitoring services such as CloudWatch [26] for resource
usage [27], and network traffic [28]. Customers are able to
scale in/out based on the monitoring results when VMs are
registered in a scaling group [29, 30], but they are limited
to manage only replicated resources. Some cloud providers
offer a reactive approach for cloud garbage VM collection
to recommend to delete inactive servers. The reason why it
remains in passive mode is because the recommendations are
only based on the resource activities so that the accuracy rate
is not high. In this circumstance, customers are not able to
intelligently decide which VMs can safely be terminated or
suspended in order to reduce operational expenditure.
Since the cloud providers do not properly support the cloud
garbage VM collection, customers come up with proprietary
approaches for the private clouds. Two main approaches are
graph-based and rule-based garbage VM collections. The
graph-based method uses a graph reference model to identify
connected servers (i.e., graph components) through network
connections and propagates the significance of known important servers [8, 9]. On the other hand, the rule-based method
defines rules for terminating or suspending VMs based on the
experience of resource behaviors, and VM users are required to
perform management actions when the VMs are matched with
the predefined rules [10, 31, 32]. Both methods are limited in
that the dynamic cloud workloads cannot be characterized as

We evaluate the performance of iCSI with real-world
cloud dataset with 750 VMs. iCSI can successfully identify inactive VMs with 90% of accuracy.

We also show that iCSI can save 23% of VM cost and
improve resource utilization with more than 45% with
proper recommendations for VM management.
Note that this work uses an important finding from our
previous work [19] that was focused on creating a model that
identifies activeness or inactiveness of VMs in private data
centers. This model is embedded as a component into iCSI
system. While the model provides important information on
VM identification, this work further concentrates on showing
that how effectively iCSI system can improve data center
management for private clouds. i.e., VM cost and utilization.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II
describes background of cloud garbage VM collector. Section III reviews state-of-the-arts approaches for the cloud
garbage VM collections. Section IV describes how we analyze
VM data to identify active and inactive VMs. Section V
•
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a certain number of behaviors and there are many servers that
are not connected with other servers at all.
Instead of relying on the abstract representations such as
graphs or rules, it would make more sense to closely look
at the features of each VM and characterize each server in
different manner because each VM may have distinguishable
behaviors according to different purposes. As not all VMs
have the same purpose and corresponding behaviors, the
classification of the purposes may be able to categorize the
behaviors of the certain purpose types. Then, each purpose
type can characterize VM behaviors, and determine a VM is
active or not. Also, since observing and analyzing features
at a certain point of time do not reflect the comprehensive
behavior, the cloud garbage VM collectors should consider
the time series of certain behaviors such as login activities,
resource usages, and network connectivities. We explain how
we apply this idea for designing a new cloud garbage VM
collector in the following sections.

of cloud resources on AWS. For instance, Janitor Monkey
marks resources inactive if they are not used for more than
a predefined rules (e.g., 3 days). However, defining the proper
rules is a challenging task for the data center/cloud operators
because it is very hard to predict when the (individual)
resources will be used again. In addition, Janitor Monkey
does not consider any connectivity (or dependency) among
resources as well as the significance of the target resources, it
can hardly adapt to dynamic scenarios for cloud management.
Poncho [31] is used to maintain Magellan cloud [38]
at Argonne National Laboratory (open-stack based). The
core idea is to use annotation and notification. Resource
owners are required to provide detailed annotations (their
own rules) for their resources. The rules are not meant for
global uses, but defined for specific workloads. The examples
of annotations include reboot when, terminate when, or
snapshot on terminate. terminate when means that the
VM can be terminated after X hours of execution, and this
implicitly offers VM to be used for another job. With predefined annotations by resource owners, inactive time of cloud
resources can be minimized as well as resource utilization of
the entire infrastructure can be improved, but each time users
create VMs, they have to annotate VMs and the annotations
need to be changed as the purpose of VMs is changed.
CloudVMI [32] offers a VMI (Virtual Machine Introspection) [39] capability to public cloud users. This CloudVMI has
a “garbage VM collection” functionality, which destroys VMs
based on their access history. CloudVMI periodically checks
“access history” of VMs since they were last used. If VM instances have not been accessed for a specific time, the VMs are
destroyed by the garbage VM collector. This CloudVMI only
considers the access history, but does not leverage resource
utilization, significance, or network dependency (connectivity).
More recently, CloudGC [11] identifies idle VMs if the VMs
have been suspended by the end-user or the VMs have not been
active for a long period of time. However, CloudGC is more
focused on how to recycle (re-use) these idle VMs rather than
how to accurately detect the idle VMs.
Utilization-based approach: PULSAR [12] is a cloud resource scheduler based on OpenStack Nova scheduler [40]
and is designed to achieve higher resource utilization by
preempting resource for inactive (or sprawled [41]) VMs.
To detect these inactive VMs, PULSAR only relies on CPU
utilization for VMs and the VMs are recognized as inactive if
CPU utilization is lower than a predefined threshold.
Snadpiper [13] is a resource management system to address
hotspots5 in data centers. Snadpiper determines idle VM and
resources with a combination of three utilization factors (CPU,
memory, and network usage) and these idle resources will be
used for such hotspots with overprovisioning techniques.
Calheiros et al. [33] introduced an autonomous resource
provisioning approach for improving utilization for data centers. Identifying inactive VMs are used to improve data center
utilization. For example, If utilization of data center is lower

III. R ELATED W ORK
There are three approaches for the infrastructure garbage
collection with active/inactive VM identification: graphbased [8, 9], rule-based [10, 11, 31, 32], and utilizationbased [12, 13, 33]. The graph-based approach leverages a
network affinity model that references connectivity between
VMs, and propagates importance of VMs to connected ones.
The rule-based approach makes use of predefined rules (or
annotations) to identify any VMs that violate the rules. The
utilization-based approach leverages system-level statistics
(e.g. CPU, memory, network) to detect inactive resources/VMs
and consider VMs are inactive when utilization of the VMs is
lower than the predefined threshold.
Graph-based approach: Pleco [8] is a tool to detect inactive
VMs in IaaS clouds. Similar to memory garbage collector [34]
(in many programming languages such as LISP, Java, and C#)
which identifies garbage objects by examining object references, Pleco constructs a VM reference model according to a
dependency of applications (network affinity model [35–37]),
assigns weight to each reference, and calculates a confidence
level for identified inactive VMs.
Garbo [9] generates a directed acyclic graph with connectivity (dependency) of resources and adopts this idea to
garbage VM collection mechanism. However, in many cases,
standalone cloud resources – having no dependency with other
cloud resources – cannot necessarily be identified as unused
resources by only using resource dependencies. For example,
standalone cloud resources often have very important dataset
for an organization (e.g., key files) and many VM instances
often have all tier components (e.g., LAMP4 ) for services and
they are unlikely to have any connections with other cloud
resources.
Rule-based approach: Netflix Janitor Monkey [10] identifies
unused resources based on a set of rules defined by data center
operators. This set of rules is focused on an “age factor”
4 Linux,

5 high

Apache, MySQL, and PHP.
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load instances.

TABLE I
E XAMPLES OF T HE 25 C LASSES OF S IGNIFICANT U SER A PPLICATION P ROCESSES FOR P ROCESS K NOWLEDGE BASE . (W E CAN ONLY SHOW SOME OF
25 C LASSES DUE TO I NTERNAL P ROPERTY I SSUES .)
Categories

Type of Processes

RDBMS
noSQLs
Data Analytics Frameworks
Containers
Web Servers
Web Frameworks
Application Servers
User Connection Processes
Development-related Processes

Including relational DBMS related processes such as MySQL, PostgreSQL, IBM DB2, Oracle DB etc.
Including noSQL processes such as CouchDB, Riak, Cassandra, MongoDB, Redis, and others.
Including large-scale data/stream processing applications such as Hadoop, Spark, Flink, Storm, etc.
Including Docker and Linux Containers.
Including various types of web servers such as Apache, nginx and custom HTTP servers.
Including various types of web service related processes such as Node.js, Flask, Django, Ruby on Rails, and others.
Including WebSphere, WebLogic, and Tomcat.
Including processes related to incoming and outgoing connections from users such as ssh, VNC.
Including version control system and compile-related processes such as git, svn, make, cmake, and others.
Including a diverse type of user commands that can reflect user activities on VMs such as cp, rm, mv, yum,
apt-get, and others.
Including a wide range of user script such as shell script, python, ruby script, and others.
Including processes related to data transfer and communications such as FTP, sFTP, SCP, wget, cURL, and others.

User Activity Processes
Custom User Scripts
Data Transfer Processes

than a predefined threshold, this provisioning system considers
the oldest instances are inactive and the resource manager
destroys them to achieve higher resource utilization. However,
it is unclear which utilization metrics (e.g. CPU, memory, or
I/O) are monitored to determine low data center utilization
and there is a high possibility that the oldest instances are still
active, so this approach could make high false negative errors
without internal information of such VMs.
The utilization-based approach is intuitive since it relies
on statistics from low-level system or applications. However,
in private cloud setting, due to the frequent management
processes, it is very challenging to determine inactive VMs
only with the utilization statistics.
As we reviewed in this section, these three approaches are
limited to achieve efficient cloud garbage VM collection. In
this work, we design an end-to-end system that considers more
specific aspects of systems (e.g., significance/utilization of
target resources, connectivity among resources) for the high
accuracy of inactive VM identification as well as provides
proper management plans to the end users.

However, our insight is that significant user application processes could be information for the VM identification and the
user application processes can more contribute to identification
process. With this idea, process metadata is created to give
more weights to user application processes and less weights
(or zero weight) to OS (e.g., kernel processes) or managementrelated processes (e.g., patch-update). To this end, we create
a process knowledge base with 25 categories of significant
processes, which are frequently used by IBM end users. We
obtain end users’ feedback to properly create these process
categories. Examples of the 25 categories of significant user
application processes are described in Table I.
Utilization Metadata: We create the utilization metadata with
three types of factors: CPU, memory, and I/O usage. We
extract CPU and memory utilization for all processes (overall
VM utilization) as well as for a particular process. I/O utilization is extracted from refining output from “ifconfig”
command and I/O metadata includes the amount and size of
sending and receiving network packets. We also consider the
average and the maximum size of I/O usage.
Login Metadata: Login (user access) history can possibly
provide diverse aspects of user access pattern to VMs. While
we cannot figure out what kinds of actions VM users took
in the past with the login history, we can create several
useful login metadata such as frequency/duration of logins,
differentiated logins in daytime and nighttime.
Network Connection Metadata: We can extract the number
of open TCP ports on VMs and established connections with
internal/external entities. The internal/external entities can be
users, applications, and other VMs. These factors incorporate
with process metadata to figure out the established connections
from significant/insignificant processes.
Other Metadata: We can create metadata with IP and host
information of VMs, which can be useful to determine the
network connectivity among VMs.

IV. F EATURE S ELECTION FOR VM I DENTIFICATION
The first step to design the iCSI system is to determine
features on VMs that are collected by iCSI. These features
will be used to identify active and inactive VMs. We perform
an analysis step with sample dataset of VMs in order to find
and extract various features on VMs. For this analysis, we use
randomly selected 70 VMs and these VMs are not used for
our evaluations in the later section.
A. Creating VM Metadata
With the 70 VMs, we collect “human-readable” raw data by
using Linux primitive commands: e.g., ps, netstat, last,
ifconfig, etc. We then create metadata that includes the
factors for the VM identification.
Process Metadata: We first differentiate significant and insignificant processes running on these 70 VMs. As we discussed in Section II, relying on VM utilization is not sufficient
to identify active or inactive VMs because several management
processes consume high CPU and memory resources. [42]

B. Feature Selection
This “feature selection” step is to find common (strong)
correlations that are able to differentiate active and inactive
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VMs. To decide these features more efficiently, we manually
classify (label) the purpose of each VM and compute Pearson
correlation coefficient [43] of all factors in the VM metadata
according to the classified purpose of each VM. Note that if
the coefficient of a factor is close to 1, the factor is highly
correlated with a VM’s identification. Otherwise (coefficient
is close 0), the factor has weak correlation with respect to
identifying a VM’s activeness or inactiveness identification.
Then, we determine the features if the features have more than
0.75 of the coefficient. These features will be used by iCSI
system. While the manual classification step for the purpose
of VM can help us find and select stronger features for the
identification process, it also gives us another research problem
meaning that how to properly determine the purpose of all
VMs. We will discuss more about this problem in the next
section of this paper.

others [48–50]. Moreover, instead of embedding “the data
collection scripts” into target VMs, actual cloud practitioners
can consider leveraging VMI-based approaches [39, 51–54] to
efficiently collect semantics on the VMs.
Since this data collector will be deployed to production data
centers and it must not mess up production services (e.g.,
no SLA violations) to end users6 , we pick a small-scale data
center as our testbed and monitor the end-to-end safety of this
collector for three weeks. During this validation period, we
also tune several configurations of the data collector such as
the data collection interval. The decision for data collection
interval is based on the tradeoff between the performance
impact of this collector on a VM’s main workload and the
quality of collected dataset. We start with finer-grained collection interval (e.g., 1 hour or less) and gradually increase the
this interval to 12 hours. We realized that the data collection
at every 4 hours interval can provide rich dataset that contains
sufficient semantics, which timely reflect the change of VM
usage pattern (e.g. CPU utilization). And this time interval (4
hours) has negligible impact on the VM’s performance. After
the validation, this collector can be deployed to multiple IBM
data centers in US.
Protecting end users’ privacy is a critical concern to design
this data collector because the dataset can contain privacy
information for end users. Thus we exclude processes related
to password (e.g. passwd on Linux) or user management (e.g.
adduser). Moreover, this collector gathers data from only
US-owned VMs according to EU’s the general data protection
regulations [55].

V. S YSTEM D ESIGN
Figure 2 illustrates the architecture of iCSI system – a
cloud garbage VM collector. iCSI performs three consecutive
steps: data collection, identification, and action. A lightweight
data collector is designed to manage data collection step.
An VM identification model determines active and inactive
VMs with the collected data. With the identification results,
recommendation engine generates action plans to VM end
users.
A. Lightweight Data Collector
The lightweight data collector consists of data collection
agents and manager. The agents are running on each VM
and periodically execute a bash script at predefined time
interval. The bash script collects the primitive, but useful
information from each VM. This information includes the
factors that we described in Section-IV-A. The size of data
from each collection operation is less than 50 Kbytes and the
collected data will be sent to the data collection manager via
cURL [44] tool. The manager stores the primitive data and
creates metadata that will be used by the VM identification
model.
In order to quickly implement and deploy this data collector,
we rely on an IBM proprietary infrastructure management
system called bigfix [45], but this tool can be easily replaced with other tools such as puppet [46], chef [47], or

B. VM Identification Model
With VM metadata periodically gathered and created by
the data collector, VM identification model determines active
and inactive VMs using the insight from Section-IV-B. A
summary of the process performed by this model is illustrated
in Figure 3. The model identifies VMs through the following
procedures:
1) Procedure #1: Base case VM identification.
2) Procedure #2: Determining the purpose of VMs with
running processes.
6 Although all the end users are internal employees at IBM, QoS (Quality
of Service) and SLA (Service Level Agreement) must be guaranteed in all
private clouds. So the end-to-end safety of data collector is very critical.
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not always mean that the VM with RDBMS is only used for
storage-purpose. In many cases, RDBMS can be a part of
an application configuration (e.g., LAMP) for developmentpurpose or test-purpose VMs.
To properly decide the possible purposes of VMs, we leverage user feedbacks for 70 VMs (used for data analysis/feature
selection in Section-IV) and decide weights for the purposes
associated with running processes. We then create a function
that maps type of running processes to possible purposes. This
function returns multiple purposes with different weights as
shown in below.

VM Features

No
Yes:
Identi
by
base case.

Result  0.5

No Connection
with Active VM

P2: Determining
the Purpose of VM

P3: SVM
Classication

Result > 0.5

Connection with Active VMs

Inactive VMs

Active VMs

Input : processi
Output : {purpose1 : w1 , purpose2 : w2 , ..., purposen : wn }

Fig. 3. VM Identification Process.

3) Procedure #3: Active/inactive VM classification with
linear support vector machine (SVM).

The outputs of this function – weights associated with
different purposes of VMs – are directly used by a linear SVM
classifier in the next procedure.

4) Procedure #4: Performing network affinity analysis to
discover network dependencies among VMs.

Procedure #3: Active/Inactive VM classification. The VM
identification model employs a supervised learning model
called a linear SVM [56] to classify active and inactive VMs.
SVM is a widely-used classifier to solve diverse research problems in cloud computing area (e.g., workload prediction and
classification [35, 57], application performance modeling [58],
anomaly detection [59]). Linear SVM is an optimal marginbased classifier with linear kernel and tries to find a small
number of data points that separate all data points of two
classes with a hyperplane [56].
A key insight on employing the linear SVM is that this
classifier dynamically selects and uses different correlation
features for the classification according to the purposes of
VMs. Table II describes specific correlated features selectively used by the classifier. As shown in Table II, both
analytics- and devops-purpose mostly use VM utilizationrelated features such as CPU and memory usage, developmentpurpose more focuses on user access and development related
processes (e.g., git [60]) as main features, and backup/storagepurpose concentrates on particular utilization features associated with storage/backup operations (e.g., I/O, memory) for
SVM classification. Others-purpose is the most challenging
case since most of these VMs do not have any interesting
features in terms of running processes or utilization. So, the
SVM classifier uses only two features; daytime login frequency/duration and maintenance-related features (e.g., yum,
apt-get). Especially for the daytime login frequency and
duration, we collect information from only US-owned VMs
for the identification and we assume that all VM users are in
the US time zone. Thus, we extracted daytime login duration
and frequency features based on the US time zone.
Moreover, as VMs can be used for multiple purposes, the
identification model runs the SVM classifier multiple times
with different weights. The VMs are classified as active or
inactive with a weighted sum of classification results for each
purpose of VMs. While the linear SVM provides a binary
result ({0, 1}) for each classification operation, a classification

While the goal of this identification model is to correctly
detect active and inactive VMs, minimizing the number of
false negative errors is also critical. False negative errors
in the identification means that active VMs are incorrectly
identified as inactive VMs. If a VM is suspended or terminated
with a false negative error, the actual owner of the VM will
(temporarily or permanently) lose all data and application
configurations in the VM. This is a clear example of SLA
(Service Level Agreement) violation cases.
Procedure #1 – Base case VM identification. The identification model filters apparently inactive VMs out for the
identification process with the simple, but effective rules.
These rules are based on “explicit” usage pattern of inactive
VMs. The rules are 1) no reboot for a VM over the last six
months, 2) no significant processes running on that VM, 3) no
login actives on the VM over the last three months, and 4) no
established connections with other external applications/VMs
during data collection period. If a VM satisfies all these rules,
the identification model considers the VM as inactive one.
These rules can detect 5–7% of inactive VMs (according to
the analysis with 70 sample VMs). This procedure helps other
procedures performed later on by making smaller size of the
VM dataset.
Procedure #2: Determining the purpose of VMs. This
step is to apply the important findings (Section-IV-B) for the
identification process. To use specific (strong) correlated factors, the VM identification model should properly determine
the purpose of VMs. The intuition is that the purpose of
VMs can be determined by the VMs’ running processes. For
example, if RDBMS processes (e.g., PostgreSQL, MySQL)
are running on a VM, this VM is commonly used for storage
purpose. Similarly, if Hadoop processes are running on a VM,
this VM is highly likely to be used for analytics purpose.
However, this insight does not always work for all cases. While
RDBMS is mainly used to store structured data, but it does
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TABLE II
S PECIFIC F EATURES ACCORDING TO P URPOSE OF VM S U SED BY L INEAR
SVM C LASSIFIER .
Purpose of VM
Analytics
DevOps7
Development

Storage/Backup
Others

TABLE III
T HREE VM R ECOMMENDATION P OLICIES OF I CSI.
Recommendation
No Actions
Terminating VM
Suspending VM

List of Specific Features
%CPU of VM, %CPU of significant user procs,
%MEM of VM, # of open ports, # of established
connections.
# of significant processes, %CPU/%MEM of
significant procs, # of established connections.
# of logins, average login hours (daytime),
# of ssh/VNC connections, # user development
activity processes.
# of storage/backup procs, Network I/O usage,
%MEM of significant user processes,
# of established connections.
# of user maintenance activity processes, # of
daytime logins, duration of daytime logins.

Resizing VM

that misidentification errors could have actual impact on the
business in the corporation. The summary of three recommendation policies is described in Table III.
1) Terminating VM: This recommendation is proposed to
users when either their VMs are identified as inactive by the
procedure #1’s rules or the classification result of VMs is
completely inactive (the weighted sum of classification results
in procedure #3 is 0). When the users terminate their VM,
they can create a snapshot for the VMs if necessary.
2) Suspending VM: This recommendation is provided
when VMs have a classification result of greater than 0 (not
completely inactive) and have no significant processes on the
VMs. In this case, iCSI does not recommend the users to
terminate their VMs since there is a certain possibility that
the VMs could be temporarily inactive.
3) Resizing (Downsizing) VM: This recommendation is
suggested to end users of inactive VMs when the VMs have
significant processes (in most cases, the classification results
of these VMs are close to the active threshold). VM size with
lowest cost is recommended to the users for resizing operation.
Determining the optimal VM size for down sizing is also very
important research problem, however, we think this is out of
scope of this paper. We leave this problem as our future work.

result could have a value between 0 and 1. We use 0.5 of
a threshold to differentiate active and inactive VMs and this
threshold works very well for our cases. The VM identification
model considers VMs as inactive when they have less than or
equal to 0.5 of the classification result. For VMs with greater
than 0.5 of classification result, the model recognizes them as
active VM.
Procedure #4: Network affinity analysis. The last procedure
of the VM identification model is to perform a network affinity
analysis (NAA) to figure out important dependencies of all
VMs. NAA can reduce false negative errors by validating the
classification result with the dependencies. NAA is a wellknown approach for migrating legacy enterprise applications
to cloud environment with discovering network connections
(dependencies) with peers (e.g., applications, servers) [36, 37,
62]. The VM identification model investigates all external
connections of VMs that are classified as inactive (in the
procedure #3). This model adjusts the VM’s classification
result from inactive to active if a network dependency with
active VMs exists. NAA is particularly useful for VMs with
cluster configurations (e.g., Hadoop [63], Mesos [64] or Kubernetes [65]). Usually, master VMs of such clusters have
strong characteristics to be properly classified as active or
inactive VM, but slave ones tend to have weak characteristics
for the identification process. NAA propagates the confidence
determined from master VMs to slave ones. In the evaluation
section, we will assess the impact of NAA on how much it
can contribute to accuracy improvement for iCSI system.

VI. P ERFORMANCE E VALUATION
In this section, we describe the performance evaluation of
iCSI system on the production data centers at IBM.
A. Evaluation Setup
Data centers and VM dataset: iCSI system is deployed
into multiple data centers for IBM private clouds. With this
deployment, iCSI can get access to 750 VMs in total. The
data collector of iCSI gathers VM information in every four
hours and total duration of measurement period is four weeks.
For obtaining the ground truth, we ask actual users of these
750 VMs and use their feedbacks as the ground truth for this
evaluation.

C. Recommendations Engine

Evaluation criteria: We first evaluate the accuracy of iCSI
system for identifying active and inactive VMs in data centers.
We then measure both cost saving and utilization improvement
of VMs with the recommendations from iCSI system.

Through the previous two steps, iCSI can identify active
and inactive VMs from data centers. With the identification
results, the recommendation engine provides the following
action plans to the owner for inactive VMs: terminating
VM, suspending VM and resizing VM. The recommendation
engine takes defensive policies for inactive VMs since this
system is deployed to real production data centers, meaning
7A

Trigger Conditions
Active VMs (Classification result > 0.5. )
Classification result is equal to 0.
0 < Classification result ≤ 0.5.
0 < Classification result ≤ 0.5 and
significant processes are running on the VM.

Performance metrics: With respect to the identification accuracy, we measure three well-known metrics for the classification accuracy: recall, precision, and f-measure. Recall is more
sensitive to the number of false negative errors and precision
is affected by the number of false positive errors. F-measure is

clipped compound of development and operation [61].
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TABLE IV
T WO T RUE C ASES AND FALSE C ASES IN THE I DENTIFICATION ACCURACY. (TP: T RUE P OSITIVE , TN: T RUE N EGATIVE , FY: FALSE P OSITIVE , FN:
FALSE N EGATIVE .)

Active
Inactive

Truth

Recall Rate

Precision Rate

F-measure Score

0.90

0.81

0.85

Results

CDF

TABLE V
VM I DENTIFICATION ACCURACY OF I CSI.

1
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0

CDF

VM Identification Result
Active
Inactive
TP: Active VMs are correctly identified as active.
FN: Active VMs are incorrectly identified as inactive.
FP: Inactive VMs are incorrectly identified as active. TN: Inactive VMs are correctly identified as inactive.

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

1
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0

# of Network Connections

1
Accuracy

0.9

0.83

0.8

0.78

0.81

0.82

0.85

10

15

20

(b) Active VMs.

Fig. 5. CDF of External Network Connections of VMs.

w/o NAA
w/ NAA

0.7

5

# of Network Connections

(a) Inactive VMs.

0.90

0

TABLE VI
S TATISTICS FOR E XTERNAL C ONNECTIONS OF VM S .

0.6
0.5
Recall

Precision F-Measure

Mean # of External Conns.
Standard Deviation

Fig. 4. Impact of Network Affinity Analysis on the Identification Accuracy.

TP
,
TP + FN

F − M easure =

P recision =

TP
TP + FP

2 × Recall × P recision
Recall + P recision

Inactive VMs

2.3
4.1

0.5
0.9

validate the accuracy results with k-fold cross validation. [56]
Table V shows accuracy results of iCSI for VM identification.
iCSI can identify active VMs with 0.90 of recall, 0.81 of
precision, and 0.85 of f-measure. In this evaluation, iCSI
identifies 472 (63%) of active VMs and 278 (37%) of inactive
VMs. Especially for the recall, iCSI has 47 false negative
errors.
To evaluate the impact from Network Affinity Analysis
(NAA), we measure two different accuracy results of iCSI with
and without of the procedure #4 in the identification step. The
results are shown in Figure 4. NAA improves the identification
accuracy with 3%–7% and has more impact on recall rate with
reduced false negative errors from 69 to 47.
In order to understand this impact, we calculate CDF (Figure 5) and statistics (Table VI) of external network connections
for all 750 VMs. We found that only 30% of inactive VMs
have external connections and more than 60% of the active
ones have external connections with other VMs. Moreover,
inactive VMs have average of 0.5 external connections (σ
= 0.9) and inactive ones are connected with 2.3 of external
connections in average (σ = 4.1). These results indicate that
active VMs are highly likely to have connections with other
active VMs.
We also compare the accuracy results with other approaches.
The results are shows in Table VII. In all accuracy metrics,
iCSI outperforms (11%–20% better accuracy) two baseline.
Pleco and Garbo only have 0.75 and 0.70 of recall, but iCSI
shows 0.90 of recall. To understand these results, we need to
understand the technical differences in the three approaches.
Pleco and Garbo are a graph-based approach, meaning that
connectivity with other VM is the most critical factor to

a harmonic mean of recall and precision. These three metrics
are shown in below.
Recall =

Active VMs

(1)
(2)

Reducing the false negative errors is very critical to iCSI
system, so recall is the most important metric for the identification accuracy. To understand these above metrics, Table IV
describes two true and error cases in our evaluation.
Cost saving and utilization improvement of VMs are measured with an assumption that users for all inactive VMs are
accept and follow the recommendations from iCSI system.
Cost saving is normalized over estimated cost for the next
billing cycle. Utilization is also normalized over the current
utilization of the private cloud infrastructure.
Baselines: We use two state-of-the-art cloud garbage collection approaches for the baselines; Pleco [8] and Garbo [9].
Pleco identifies active and inactive VMs with a combination
of a reference model (connectivity) and decision tree classification (utilization). Garbo is a graph-based VM cleaning-up
tool for AWS. Garbo creates a directed acyclic graph from
core nodes and performs mark and swap operation to clean
up inactive VMs. In our evaluations, these two baselines are
evaluated from the same setup with that of iCSI. e.g., the same
VM dataset from the same data centers.
B. Accuracy of VM Identification
We measured the identification accuracy of iCSI in isolation
and then compare its accuracy with two baselines. We also
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iCSI
Pleco
Garbo

Recall Rate

Precision Rate

F-Measure Score

0.90
0.75
0.70

0.81
0.69
0.67

0.85
0.72
0.68

Normalized Cost Saving

TABLE VII
ACCURACY C OMPARISON WITH T WO BASELINES .

1
0.8

i=1

0

D. VM Utilization Improvement
We measure the improvement of VM utilization with three
approaches. The measurement results are normalized over the
current utilization of the IBM private cloud. Note that we
do not consider utilization improvement from false negative
errors since these VMs have no actual benefits to the utilization
improvement.
TABLE VIII
AVERAGE U TILIZATION I MPROVEMENT OF T HREE A PPROACHES .

Average Improvement of VM Utilization

iCSI
46%

Pleco
31%

Garbo
29%

Figure 7 illustrates the evaluation results from the diverse
aspects of VM utilization and Table VIII shows the average
improvement for these three approaches. While all three approaches can also improve the VM utilization, iCSI achieves
the largest improvement (46%) of VM utilization (Pleco’s
utilization improvement is 31% and Garbo’s utilization improvement is 29%). For all the 8 categories of utilization
metrics, while the differences between iCSI and baselines
are similar, the CPU and memory utilization improvement
for user applications (Figure 7-(c) and (d)) show the largest
difference. i.e. 20% difference for CPU utilization and 26%
difference for memory utilization of user applications. As iCSI
considers diverse factors from VMs to identify inactive/active
VMs, it has more advantages to archive higher utilization for
significant processes (e.g. user applications). However, since
the baselines (graph-based approaches) are more concentrating
on the connectivity, improving (CPU and memory) utilization
for user applications is challenging for the baselines.

(3)

j=1

T otalCost = CostactiveV M s + P enaltyCost

Garbo

0.2

negative errors, it has the smallest impact from the penalty
function. Pleco and Garbo generate 115 and 127 of false
negative errors, but iCSI has only 47 false negative errors
among 750 VMs. This indicates that iCSI could maximize
the cost saving with the lowest penalty cost.

With the identification results, we evaluate how much cost
iCSI can save for the private cloud infrastructure. To accurately
measure the cost saving, we first define a penalty cost function
for misidentification error (especially for false negative errors)
as expressed in equation-(3) where n is the number of recommendation policies and m is the number of misclassified VMs.
And the total cost is calculated by equation-(4). This penalty
cost function is inspired by penalty functions [66, 67] for evaluating under-provisioning case of cloud resource management.
This is because VM users would (temporarily or permanently)
face under-provisioning circumstance if the users suspend or
terminate their VMs based on the recommendation with false
negative errors. Moreover, the penalty cost function considers
differentiated penalty weight (w in equation-(3)) according to
users’ actions with different recommendations. For example,
“termination VM” has the highest penalty weight and “resizing
VM” has the lowest penalty weight.
n
m
X
X
(wi
costvmj )

Pleco

0.4

Fig. 6. Normalized VM Cost of Three Approaches. (1.0: Estimated Cost of
Next Billing Cycle). This result is normalized over the estimated VM cost
without any VM management according to the recommendations from three
approaches. In this graph. Lower value indicates better cost efficiency.

C. Cloud Cost Saving

P enaltyCost =

0.91

0.6

iCSI

determine inactive or active VMs. While we confirm that
the connectivity could be a key to identify active/inactive
VMs, but other factors (e.g., login, utilization) are also very
critical. For example, in many cases, VMs performs significant
processing without any external connections. As shown in
Figure 5-(b). Approximately 30% of active VMs have no
external connections, but they are identified as active by actual
users.
These (stand-alone) VMs can be very challenging use cases
for the graph-based approach to correctly identify them as
active or inactive VMs. Since VMs are created and used
for different purposes, identification models should cautiously
select proper features from multiple dimensions of information
including network connectivity/dependency, utilization, login
history, and others.

0.89
0.77

(4)

Figure 6 shows the estimated results for the VM cost
of three approaches. The results are normalized over the
(estimated) cost for next internal billing cycle without any
VM management for inactive VMs. iCSI can save 23% of
cloud cost, which is 12%–14% more savings compared to two
baselines (Pleco can save 11% of VM cost and Garbo is able
to reduce 9% of VM cost). This result is higly related to the
number of false positive errors in the identification process of
three approaches. Since iCSI has the lowest numbers of false

VII. C ONCLUSION
We have presented iCSI – a cloud garbage VM collector
to identify inactive VMs, which improves the cost efficiency
and the VM utilization. iCSI has three important steps of
“data collection”, “VM identification”, and “recommendation.”
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iCSI
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of User Applications.(%)
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iCSI
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140.95%
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120
110
100
iCSI

Pleco

131.98%

120
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100
iCSI
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130
120

120.95%

119.05%

Pleco

Garbo

110
100
iCSI

150
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140
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130

131.51%

120
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Garbo

(f) Improvement of the Number of Established Network Connections.

Norm. Numbers of
Logins per a VM (%)

Norm. Login Hours
per a VM (%)

133.82%

130

145.71%

140

iCSI

146.55%

140

150

Garbo

(e) Improvement of VM Network I/O Usage.

150

Garbo

(d) Improvement of Memory Utilization for User Applications.
Norm. # of Established
Connections (%)

Norm. Network I/O (%)

(c) Improvement of CPU Utilization for User Applications.

130

Pleco

(b) Improvement of VM Memory Utilization.

140

140

125.30%

120

(a) Improvement of VM CPU Utilization.

150

128.92%

130

100
iCSI

150

145.58%

140

Garbo

150

147.80%

140
130

131.45%

Pleco

Garbo

120
110
100
iCSI

(g) Improvement of Login Hours per VM.

132.08%

(h) Improvement of the Number of Logins per VM.

Fig. 7. VM Utilization Improvement with Three Approaches. All Results are Normalized.

For the data collection, we design a lightweight approach
to periodically gather primitive, but holistic information for
running VMs. With the data collection, we describe how we
analyze the data in order to extract significant features for
active/inactive VM identification. iCSI determines active and
inactive VMs through the following steps. iCSI first performs
a base case classification for inactive VMs, then determines
the purpose of each VM. By leveraging a supervised learning
technique (SVM), iCSI identifies active/inactive VMs with
corresponding features to the purpose. Finally, iCSI validates
the identification results using a network affinity model, and
propagates the confidence to connected VMs. With the identification results, iCSI recommends proper actions to the inactive
VM users. i.e., terminating, suspending or resizing VM.

of cloud cost, which is 12% – 14% better achievement as
compared to the baselines. We also demonstrate that iCSI can
improve more than 45% of VM utilization.
In the near future, we will investigate an automated approach to address inactive VMs with iCSI. Since the current
iCSI system relies on the actual user’s decision to manage
inactive VMs. Among three recommendations we have now,
we will more focus on an intelligent VM resizing scheme that
precisely determines an optimal size of VMs based on the
actual processing requirements to individual VMs.
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Our evaluation with 750 VMs from enterprise data centers
shows the accuracy is 90%, which is 15% – 20% higher
than existing methods. With this accuracy, iCSI can save 23%
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